Motion TouchLock

To install Motion TouchLock

• Run Setup in the MotionTouchLock package.

To start Motion TouchLock

• From Windows 7 Start menu, select Motion Computing> Motion TouchLock.

Once installed, Motion TouchLock will start automatically each time you restart your computer (whether you run it the first time or not).

Motion TouchLock listens for input events, primarily when the tablet display blanks. The display can be blanked by:

• Through the Motion TouchLock system tray icon (right-click the icon to see options)
• Through the Motion Dashboard Display tab
• By holding and quickly releasing the tablet ESC button—the most recent Motion images will have this button configured properly; you can check the configuration of your buttons in Control Panel Tablet PC Settings applet.

• Automatically, after a user-selected time interval as specified in the active Windows Power Plan (right-click the battery icon to view and select power plan options)

When the display is blanked, Motion TouchLock determines if the touch digitizer is enabled, and if so, it reduces the touch region to a small rectangle in the center of the display. It ignores any touch events outside this region. If you touch the active region in the center of the display, the monitor turns on and displays a TouchLock button.

To unlock the tablet, press and hold the TouchLock button for about 3 to 4 seconds. Once unlocked, the touch region expands to the full size and the TouchLock icon disappears. If you do not press the TouchLock button (or if you don’t hold down the button long enough) the display goes blank again.

In addition to responding to your input, Motion TouchLock unlocks automatically upon pen, mouse, tablet buttons, AC inserted and external display events. If an event occurs, TouchLock terminates immediately, the display turns on, the touch region expands to the full screen, and the TouchLock icon disappears. The tablet also unlocks when resuming from an S3 or an S4 (or on an S5 to S0 transition).

Motion TouchLock recognizes the tablet’s display settings and the TouchLock button appears in the center of the display correctly regardless of the tablet’s rotation and resolution.

Note that Motion TouchLock will not appear if an external monitor is attached to the tablet, either directly or through the dock.

Motion TouchLock does not support Windows XP (any version) or Windows 7 64-bit.